Welcome to the Library
Irish School of Ecumenics, Belfast
Librarian: Bríd O’ Brien

ISE Belfast Library
is a specialist collection for MPhil in Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation students and staff and is also open to all other TCD students and staff to visit and use. To borrow books you will need your student ID card.

Opening Hours
Opening hours are 9.00am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday. When there are public holidays or closures for other reasons we will let you know by email, so please check your Trinity email account regularly. The Librarian is usually available Tuesday-Thursday.

Finding what you want
Stella Search works like a search engine. The most relevant works are listed and can then be refined. You can access Stella Search here http://stella.catalogue.tcd.ie
Stella Search Mobile is the mobile-optimised version of Stella Search and is available here: http://stella.catalogue.tcd.ie/iii/mobile/
You may also access materials in ISE Belfast Library here: http://www.tcd.ie/library/collections/ISE.php

Borrowing and Renewing
Registered TCD students can borrow ten items in total. Loans are for two weeks with one renewal. Please note ISE Belfast items count towards the standard borrowing limits and must always be returned to Belfast. Books may be borrowed at the Library Counter or by availing of Quick Circ, our self-check in/out system which is accessible though the app on the Library computer. You may renew your Library books online by clicking on My Library Account here http://www.tcd.ie/library/
Overdue books may not be renewed online.
Electronic Resources
Trinity College Library subscribes to a wide range of electronic resources. Access is available here http://www.tcd.ie/library/ to licensed electronic resources (books, databases and journals) to registered students and staff, irrespective of where they are located.

If you are having difficulties connecting off campus, please check you have followed the correct steps. You can find these at 'Connecting to Resources Off Campus’, available here http://www.tcd.ie/library/using-library/off-campus.php